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Batedeira, founded in 1994, is one of the first samba bands in The Netherlands. The band consists of 25 musicians
and has a large following. The enthusiasm and uplifting style of music are the typical characteristics of Batedeira.
Batedeira is a hit on festivals and events. The combination of a band (bateria) with dancers (passistas) makes us
quite unique. Batedeira offers a diverse mix of different Brazilian music styles such as samba, samba reggae, samba
funk, samba-E, maracatu and coco. Naturally Batedeira uses traditional Brazilian percussion instruments.
The majority of the musicians of Batedeira is a member for more than 10 years, guaranteeing a high quality of
performance. New members are recruited from their own workshops.
Batedeira cooperates with typical Brazilian dancers and dynamic street dancers, creating a colorful show that is a
delight for the eye. You quickly imagine yourself in the tropical atmosphere of Brazilian carnival!

Repertoire
Samba Batedeira | Samba Rio | Samba Reggae | Samba Night Reggae | Samba Camponēs | Coco | Makulele
Maracatu | Tha Lad-E | Girl-E | Chupacabra | Rapido | Voodoo | Vencida! | Tha Cher-E | Marcha | Siranda
All numbers are composed by Batedeira
Events
Batedeira is performing yearly at about 30 events in The Netherlands, Belgium, France and Germany.
From festivals to parties. On stage and in parades.
Number of performances: 575 (1994 – 2017)
Main international performances
Notting Hill Festival Londen (UK) | International Samba Festival Coburg (D) | Samba de Luxe (L) | Fiesta del
Sol Bad Wildungen (D) | BorgerRio Antwerp (B) | Ambi Tropical Tongres (B) | Cavalcade Hervé (B) | Parade
Internationale Calais (F) | Fête des Lilas Vitry sur Seine Paris (F)
Main national performances
SAIL Amsterdam | Summer Carnival Rotterdam | T-Parade Tilburg | Fiesta del Sol Eindhoven | DelfSail |
Sambafestival Nijmegen | Samba Breda | Scheldejazz | Cult & Tumult | Kaais Summer Carnival | Leidens
Ontzet
CD
“Caution Ear Protection Required” (11 tracks | 2004).
Video
Batedeira has produced 3 videoclips: “RIO” “Coco” and “Samba Night Reggae”

